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Abstract: Thin nanocomposite films composed of ZnO and SnO2 at 0.5–5 mol.% concentrations
were synthesized by a new solid-phase low-temperature pyrolysis under the developed protocols.
This hetero-oxide material was thoroughly studied by X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD), scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Auger electron spectroscopy
(AES) techniques to be compared with electrical and gas-sensing properties. We have found that
the films have a poly-nanocrystal structure of ZnO and SnO2 crystals with characteristic grain
sizes at 10–15 nm range. When comparing the chemiresistive response of the films with varied tin
dioxide content, the sample of Sn:Zn optimum ratio taken as 1:99 yields 1.5-fold improvement upon to
5–50 ppm NO2 exposure at 200 ◦C. We argue that these remarkable changes have matured from both a
reducing the intergrain potential barrier down to 0.58 eV and increasing the concentration of anionic
vacancies at this rational composite. The results demonstrate that solid-phase low-temperature
pyrolysis is a powerful technique for adjusting the functional gas-sensing properties of hetero-oxide
film via modifying the ratio of the oxide components.

Keywords: ZnO; SnO2; nanocomposite thin film; electrophysical properties; gas sensor; NO2

1. Introduction

The current societal requirements to provide technologies which are compatible with
the digital delivery of information about the surroundings, for instance within Internet-
of-Things paradigm, force the further development of various functional electronic units
such as gas sensors [1–3], solar- and photocells [4,5], photocatalysts [6], etc. which are
primarily based on semiconductors. In relation to gas sensors, the synthesis and study
of the properties of oxide materials that are composed of various elements present a
high degree of interest in advancing the sensor’s performance. The most commonly used
materials in low-cost commercial sensors are zinc oxide [7], tin dioxide [8], indium oxide [9],
and titanium dioxide [10] which are characterized by good chemical stability, non-toxicity,
and a high chemiresistive response to many gases, making them interesting to society and
industry. Among these oxides, the zinc one, which was pioneered in the 1960s [11] as a gas
sensor, is possibly the most studied one. ZnO is an important semiconductor with a wide
band gap of about 3.37 eV at room temperature [5], with n-type conductivity that allows
one to add impurities or heterojunctions which tune its gas-sensitive properties [12].
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Recently, a high degree of attention has been paid to nanocomposite materials based
on a mixture of ZnO and SnO2 oxides with different ratios of zinc and tin atoms due to
their excellent gas-sensitive properties. Nanocomposite materials are obtained mainly by
hydrothermal synthesis [13,14], chemical technologies [15,16], electrospinning [13,17], the
atomic layer deposition method [14], magnetron evaporation [18], spray pyrolysis [19–21],
etc. The existence of a two-phase structure based on a ZnO and SnO2 oxides is due to
low annealing temperatures (<700 ◦C). This is theoretically proved in [22]. A temperature
treatment is used to correct the functional properties of oxides [20,23]. Thus, studying the
optical properties of the ZnO-SnO2 composite films synthesized by magnetron sputtering
showed that the band gap was in the range of 3.31–3.34 eV depending on the technology
protocols [18]. The tin ions’ concentration is very critical as a modifying additive for the
composite materials’ properties. For example, it was shown in the synthesis of SnO2-ZnO
films by spray pyrolysis that the maximum concentration of Sn ions for obtaining films
without reducing the crystal properties is about 8% [19]. When the tin content in the film
samples reaches 10%, the properties of the composites may deteriorate. An increase in
the concentration of Sn ions up to 6% leads to a narrowing of the band gap to 2.8 eV [20].
The advancing of sensor properties in nanocomposite materials is associated both with
a change in the content of surface oxygen forms and the synergistic effect of the n–n
heterojunctions’ formation, which leads to the emergence of potential barriers [13,15–17].
For instance, films based on a mixture of ZnO and SnO2 oxides, with a concentration of
Sn4+ of 4%, prepared by spray pyrolysis have exhibited better sensitivity to H2S at fairly
low concentrations of 20 ppm [21]. However, the most significant effect of adding Sn4+

small concentrations to zinc oxide was that it was shown to improve gas sensitivity to
NO2 [15–17] and ethanol [13,16,24]. Therefore, for materials based on a mixture of ZnO and
SnO2 oxides with the Sn:Zn = 5:95, obtained by chemical technologies, the gas response
at an operating temperature of 150 ◦C was 48 upon exposing to 1 ppm of NO2 [16]. Gas
sensors based on the material with the Sn:Zn = 5:95 ratio showed a gas response equal to
14.3 versus 0.5 ppm of NO2 at an operating temperature of 90 ◦C [15].

This rather short survey of the literature indicates that the variation of Sn content in
ZnO-SnO2 films is quite imperative to tune their gas-sensing properties, and appropriate
technology protocols are required with this purpose. We may note that a sol–gel approach
requires a long time to prepare the films, and techniques such as hydrothermal synthesis
or sputtering need expensive equipment, which reduces their application in mass-scale
production. We guess that the simplest and most economically feasible method for synthe-
sizing ZnO-based film is spray pyrolysis [25] or solid-phase pyrolysis [26]. Therefore, we
tried to explore this approach here to systematically study the effect of small SnO2 additives
in ZnO films synthesized by a new solid-phase low-temperature pyrolysis technique under
new protocols on the physico-chemical, electro-physical and gas-sensitive properties of
these films.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Crystal hydrates of zinc acetate, Zn(CH3COO)2·2H2O, and tin tetrachloride salts,
SnCl4·5H2O, organic acid, acetone, and 1,4-dioxane as an organic solvent were used as
precursors for the synthesis of thin ZnO-SnO2 films. All the chemicals were of analytical
grade or of the highest purity available (ECROS, St. Petersburg, Russia). The film materials
were obtained on glass, oxidized Si, and Al2O3 ceramic substrates.

2.2. Preparation of Materials

Organic salts of tin and zinc were obtained from the melt. The intermediate organic
products were dissolved in dioxane to target the Sn:Zn ratios to be 0:100 (pure ZnO),
0.5:99.5, 1:99, 5:95. The resulting solutions were applied three times onto the substrates
with intermediate drying of each layer in air at two steps, under room temperature and then
at 100 ◦C in a drying cabinet to remove the liquid phase. Further temperature treatment
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was carried out in a muffle furnace for 2 h at 550 ◦C; the heating rate was 10 ◦C /min. The
backward cooling of the film-coated substrate to room temperature was carried out by
cooling of the muffle furnace. The given synthesis conditions were applied accounting for
previous studies [27,28]. For the first time, films of pure zinc oxide were obtained using
this technology, which was primarily suggested earlier [27]. The conditions of application
to the substrates, the time and annealing temperature, the rate of heating and cooling of
the muffle furnace were determined in our previous studies [27,28].

2.3. Characterization of Physical Properties

The crystal structure of the synthesized materials was examined by X-ray diffraction
analysis (XRD, ARL X’TRA diffractometer, CuKα1-radiation), operated at 35 kV and 30 mA.
The mean crystallite size (D) was evaluated according to broadening of the diffraction peak
at the highest intensity using the Scherrer equation D = kλ/βcosΘ, where k is the shape
factor (k = 0.9), λ is the X-ray wavelength (λ = 0.1540562 nm), β is the full width at the half
maximum of the diffraction line and Θ is the diffraction angle. The values of β and Θ have
been taken for (010), (002), (011) lattice planes related to the ZnO wurtzite phase.

The surface morphology was characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM,
scanning electron microscope Nova Nanolab 600) at 10 keV. Image J and Digimizer software
were used to measure the particles’ diameters. More than 150 particles were used to plot
the particle size distribution histograms.

Surface composition and chemical state of the synthesis materials were analyzed by
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, K–Alpha Thermo Scientific spectrometer) and
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) [29–34]. The analysis was carried out in ultra-high
vacuum conditions, of 1.8·10−9 mbar, using monochromatic X-rays source of AlKα with
1486.6 eV. The binding energies (BE) of the reference samples, Au, Ag and Cu, were
obtained at values: Au 4f = 84 eV, Ag 3d = 368.2 eV and Cu 2p = 932.6 eV. We employed a
flood gun to suppress surface charging. The value of BE recorded for adventitious carbon
was C 1s = 284.8 eV. The survey spectra were collected in the mode of constant pass energy
of −200 eV with a spectrum resolution of 1 eV. The signal intensity values were averaged
statistically over ten measurements. To clarify the chemical state of the elements under
study, the high-resolution spectra were collected using X-ray beam at spots of 400 µm
diameter with the 20 eV pass energy at a spectrum resolution of 0.1 eV, number of scans
was equal to 20. The component analysis was performed via fitting curves with the help of
joint Shirley and Tugard functions to distinguish the peaks; the line shape of the plotted
curves was obtained at 30% ratio of Lorenz/Gauss mixture.

The optical properties of ZnO-SnO2 film were studied to be applied on the glass
substrates by means of measuring the optical absorption spectra (Varian Cary-100 spec-
trophotometer) in the wavelength range of 300–1100 nm. The band gap energy was found
according to analysis of absorption edge using the equation

α2 = A(hν − Eg)

where h is Planck’s constant; A is a constant and Eg is the optical band gap [35].

2.4. Electrophysical and Gas Sensing Measurements

ZnO-SnO2 was deposited as thin films using pyrolysis on glass substrates. To study
the electrophysical and gas-sensitive properties, V-Ni metal contacts with a thickness
of 0.15–0.2 µm were formed on top of ZnO-SnO2 by a vacuum thermal deposition, the
distance between the contacts was 200 µm. It was measured using an automated installation
for determining the parameters of gas sensors as depicted in Figure 1. The measuring
chamber (5) of the automated test bench provides an electromagnetic shielding of the
measuring unit and allows one to measure such parameters as the resistance of sensors
and the conductivity of gas-sensitive materials in the range of 10−2–1011 Ohm·cm with
high accuracy. The resistance values of the film samples were measured using the Keithly
2450 source-meter (2) and displayed both on the screen of the source-meter and on the
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PC (7) to be stored in PC memory. The sample (8) was placed on the heater (10) in the
sealed measuring chamber (5) to be heated using a power supply unit (3) controlled by a
TRM251 configurator (4) with accuracy of ±0.5 ◦C. The sample was pressed by a system of
freely moving probes in three directions (9). During measurements (5), the chamber was
closed with a cover (not shown in Figure 1) equipped with output for the gas exhaust. To
measure the gas-sensitive properties of the ZTO films, the test gas supply was regulated
and controlled (6) using a computer-controlled gas mixture generator (Microgaz F, Moscow,
Russia) (1). The gas was pumped into the measuring chamber via the entry input (12)
and evenly distributed over its volume using an average (11). All the equipment—the
gas mixture generator (1), the configurator (3), the source-meter (2)—was managed by
home-made software with PC (7).
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Figure 1. The measuring setup to study the gas-sensing performance of the ZnO-SnO2 films: 1—a gas mixture generator;
2—a source-meter; 3—a configurator; 4—a power supply; 5—a measuring chamber; 6—calibration gas mixtures at balloons;
7—a personal computer (PC), 8—the sensor sample; 9—probes; 10—a heater; 11—a gas flow divider; 12—a gas supply input.

With the test bench, we measured the dependence of the film electrical conductivity
on temperature. To study the values of potential barriers at the intergrain interfaces in the
ZnO-SnO2 film, the method of temperature-stimulated conductivity measurements was
used [36,37], which makes it possible to find out the “effective” value of the energy barrier
(Vb). In this method, the conductivity is measured as a function of time following a step
change of the temperature with further analysis by the model described earlier [36].

The gas-sensitive properties of the ZnO-SnO2 films were measured upon exposure
to NO2 at 5–50 ppm concentrations in a mixture with a synthetic air (N2/O2 mixture) at
operating temperatures of 100–250 ◦C. The accurate mixing of air and the analyte was
carried out employing a gas mixture generator. The analyte probe was measured in a flow
mode at the flow rate of 300 sccm. The chemiresistive response of the ZnO-SnO2-based
sensor prototype was estimated as

S = Rg/R0,

where R0 is the sensor resistance in pure air before NO2 treatment, Rg is the sensor resistance
upon exposing to the analyte, when the response becomes maximum.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Structural, Morphological and Compositional Characteristics

Figure 2 shows the XRD patterns of ZnO-SnO2 nanocomposite thin films synthesized
by solid-phase low-temperature pyrolysis. All diffraction peaks belong to the wurtzite
structure of ZnO [38]. No peaks corresponding to SnO2 were found, which may be due to
both the small amount of it in the system and the small size of the crystallites, in agreement
with other studies [15]. Other studies report that the formation of other phases in this
system requires high temperatures-700 ◦C and more, as well as higher concentrations of
Sn4+ [39]. When the tin concentration increased, the crystallinity degree and the peaks’
intensity enhanced too. The ZnO-SnO2 samples containing Sn4+ at 0.5 mol.% and 1 mol.%
are characterized by the highest crystallinity, 63.29% and 63.36%, respectively. The lowest
peak intensity and, accordingly, the lowest crystallization was shown for a pure zinc oxide
ZnO to be 35.63%, which confirms the positive effect of doping agents on the material’s
properties. The material with Sn:Zn = 5:95 also has a low degree of crystallinity, 55.56%,
which is consistent with other studies [23].
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Figure 2. XRD patterns of ZnO-SnO2 films under study: pure ZnO (curve a), Sn:Zn = 0.5:99.5
(curve b), Sn:Zn = 1:99 (curve c), Sn:Zn = 5:95 (curve d).

The coherent scattering region corresponding to the average particle size was cal-
culated using the Scherer equation and was 10–15 nm for all the synthesized ZnO-SnO2
materials. It is worth noting that the enhancing of tin concentration modifies the particle
size: the smallest particle size of 10 nm was shown for the film with Sn:Zn = 0.5:99.5, while
the particle size of the material containing 1 mol.% of Sn is 14 nm. The highest particle size
was equal to 15 nm for material containing 5 mol.% of Sn.

According to the SEM inspection, all ZnO-SnO2 films have a rather uniform surface
with no visible interfaces between the layers; the film’s thickness is ca. 200 ± 30 nm
(Figure 3). The average particle size calculated by processing the SEM images lies in
the 12–15 nm range, which is consistent with the one calculated by the Scherer equation
according to the XRD data.
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Figure 3. SEM images of surface and particles size distribution in ZnO-SnO2 films: ZnO (a),
Sn:Zn = 0.5:99.5 (b), Sn:Zn = 1:99 (c), and Sn:Zn = 5:95 (d).

3.2. Electrophysics

The conductivity (G) dependences on the reciprocal temperature of the samples are
shown in Figure 4. The analysis of the presented curves shows that the free carriers are
generated as a result of thermal excitation which has an activation nature. Therefore, the
dependence of the ZnO-SnO2 resistivity on temperature is described by the Arrhenius
equation [35] as

G= G0 · exp(−Ea/k · T),

where Ea is the activation energy of conductance, k is the Boltzmann constant, and G0 is
the pre-exponential factor (constant).

The activation energy of conductance (Ea) was extracted in the temperature range
where a linear reduction of G(T) is observed; this range goes from approx. 100 to 300 ◦C.
The Ea dependence for all the ZnO-SnO2 films under study is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Characteristics of ZnO-SnO2 films obtained by solid-phase low-temperature
pyrolysis technique.

Material ZnO Sn:Zn = 0.5:99.5 Sn:Zn = 1:99 Sn:Zn = 5:95

Ea, eV 0.78 0.71 0.65 0.60
Eg, eV 3.30 3.28 3.30 3.32
Vb, eV 0.71 0.68 0.58 0.73
DXRD, nm 14 10 14 15
DSEM, nm 13 12 13 16
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0.5: 99.5 (2), 1: 99 (3), 5: 95 (4) on the reverse temperature.

It was shown that the activation energy of conduction is in the range of 0.6–0.8 eV,
which corresponds to the energy of Zn atom vacancy in the conduction band of ZnO [40].
The decrease in the activation energy with an increase in the concentration of tin dioxide
in ZnO-SnO2 films from 0.78 eV to 0.60 eV can be explained by a change in the charge
state of vacancies due to the electron flow from SnO2 crystallites to ZnO crystallites at the
SnO2-ZnO heterojunction. Since the electron work function of zinc oxide (5.2 eV) [41] is
higher than that of tin oxide (4.8 eV) [42], electrons will transfer from SnO2 to ZnO upon
contact. In this case, the magnitude of the potential barrier decreases. This can also explain
the fact that the potential barrier Vb has a minimum (0.58 eV) for a film with a Sn:Zn ratio
of 1:99.

With a further increase in the concentration of SnO2 crystallites, a large number of
SnO2-SnO2 heterojunctions appear, which again leads to an increase in Vb.

3.3. Optical Properties

All the ZnO-SnO2 samples, regardless of the tin concentration, have a high trans-
parency, more than 90%, in the wavelength range of 380–800 nm. When considering the
absorption in the range of 300–380 nm, it can be seen that the addition of tin results mostly
in reducing the optical absorption (Figure 5, curves 2, 3, 4). At the same time, the intensity
of absorption is governed by the crystallite sizes in these films (see Table 1). The maximum
absorption coefficient appeared at the wavelengths below 380 nm is noted for the material
with Sn:Zn = 0.5:99.5 (DXRD = 12 nm, DSEM = 12 nm) while the minimum one is observed
in the material with Sn:Zn = 5:95 (DXRD = 15 nm, DSEM = 16 nm). The absorption in a
pure ZnO film (Figure 5, curve 1) follows this trend: the size of crystallites in the ZnO
film is the same as that of the ZnO-SnO2 film with Sn:Zn = 1:99 ratio (DXRD = 14 nm,
DSEM = 13 nm). It is worth noting that the thicknesses of all the films are approximately
the same, 200 ± 15 nm. Above 380 nm of wavelength, the absorption coefficient for all
materials tends towards zero.
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For all the ZnO-SnO2 materials, the band gap (Eg) was evaluated by extrapolating the
linear sections of the curve a2 = f(hν) to the X–axis as drawn in Figure 6. For the material
with Sn:Zn = 0.5:99.5, the minimum band gap of 3.28 eV was derived, while the other
materials have similar values to be 3.30 eV and 3.32 eV, which are slightly less than one
for pure ZnO 3.37 eV. When tin dioxide is introduced into the structure of zinc oxide, one
would expect an increase in the band gap, but this does not happen. The addition of 0.5–5%
of Sn4+ is not enough to change the band gap of the resulting nanocomposite material.
Significant changes in the band gap occur at higher concentrations of SnO2 in ZnO, as
shown, for instance, in Ref. [39]. The decrease in the band gap can mature from an increase
in the structure’s disorderliness when the crystallites’ sizes become minimum (Table 1).
This is also in good agreement with experimental research study [18].

3.4. XPS Analysis

The survey spectra and chemical composition of the synthesized ZnO-SnO2 films
(Zn:Sn = 100:0, 99.5:0.5, 99:1, 95:5) are drawn in Figure 7. Figure 7b shows that the atomic
concentration of Zn and Sn are agrees well with the given composition of the films. The
presence of carbon in the spectra at a level of 41–45% for all the samples is associated with
the technological features of solid-phase pyrolysis and adventitious carbon adsorption
from the atmosphere [43,44]. The deconvolution of high-resolution spectra for the C 1s
indicates a close quantitative ratio of carbon compounds as C-C (284.8 eV), C = O (286 eV),
and O = C-O (288.5 eV) bonds for all the samples (Figure 7c) [44].

Taking into account the carbon compounds, it is possible to carry out a thorough
calculation of the oxygen line of O 1s component and thus to distinguish the chemical state
of the metal atoms Zn and Sn in the composite. These data are given in Figure 8a. As one
can see, there are significant changes in the maxima and line shapes of high-resolution O
1s spectra, which can be explained by the variation of the composite samples. The major
component composition of O 1s line corresponds to C-O compound at 531.86–532.35 eV,
C=O at 531.4–531.79 eV, ZnO at 529.88–530.08 eV, and SnOx at 530.31 eV. As reported
in various studies on ZnO and SnO2, the components of the O 1s line with Binding
Energy (531.0–531.28 eV) corresponds both to the presence of anionic oxygen VO vacancy
species [45–52], and to adsorbed–OH groups [53–56]. However, due to the close binding
energies, it is impossible to separate this peak into the -OH and VO components [57].
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The results of the high-resolution spectra component analysis of the photoelectron
lines related to Zn 2p3/2 and Sn 3d5/2 are displayed in Figure 8b,c. The binding energies
of the components corresponding to the chemical bonds of C-O, C=O, -OH, Zn-O, Sn-O,
and VO for the O 1s line are given in Table 2. To perform a comparative analysis, various
research data on ZnO-SnO2 films under study are also presented [45,46,50,51,57].

Table 2. The values of the components binding energies for the photoelectron lines of O 1s in zinc and tin oxides.

Bond, eV
Present Research Other Studies

Sn:Zn = 0:100 Sn:Zn = 0.5:99.5 Sn:Zn = 1:99 Sn:Zn = 5:95 [45] [46] [50] [51] [57]

Zn-O 530.08 529.88 530.00 529.88 530.1 531 530.6

SnO2 - 530.31 530.31 530.31 - 530.3 531

VO, -OH 531.28 531.10 531.02 531.00 531.3;
532 532.5 530.8 532; 533 531

C-O 531.79 531.50 531.60 531.40 532.4

C=O 532.35 532.30 532.20 531.86

The calculation of the modified Auger parameter and the Wagner plot drawn in
Figure 9 from Zn LMM and Sn MNN additionally indicates the presence of oxide and
hydroxide states of the metals [58]. As can be seen, the Zn LMM series show a tendency
towards a reduction of hydroxyl groups with an increasing in the concentration of tin oxide
in the ZnO-SnO2 films (Figure 9a, blue dot line) that agrees with the presented XPS data of
Figure 7c. Moreover, the XPS and AES data clearly showed (Figures 7–9) the appearance of
Sn-O bonds corresponding to crystalline SnO2 and Zn-O, which confirms the composite
structure of the ZnO-SnO2 films.
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A qualitative assessment of the fraction of VO vacancies in the ZnO-SnO2 films was
carried out via estimating the difference between the total area of the components cor-
responding to the hydroxide group –OH, and VO vacancies, and the fraction of metal-
hydroxide groups that were found from the ratios of the photoelectron lines of Zn 2p3/2
and Sn 3d5/2 components, as follows:

S(O1sVo, -OH) = S(O1s Sn-OH) + S(O1s Zn-OH) +S (Vo),

S(O1s Sn-OH) + S(O1s Zn-OH) =

S(O1sVo, -OH) · (SSnO2)/SSn-OH) + S(O1sVo, -OH) · (SZnO)/SZn-OH),

where S(O1sVo, -OH) is the total area of the component corresponding to the metal-hydroxide
group -OH and vacancy VO; S(O1s Sn-OH) is the area that falls on the Sn-OH bond in the O
1s line; S(O1s Zn-OH) is the area that falls to the Zn-OH bond in the O 1s line; (SSnO2)/SSn-OH)
is the ratio of the areas corresponding to the components of the Sn 3d5/2; (SZnO)/SZn-OH) is
the ratio of the areas corresponding to components of the Zn 2p3/2.

As a result, we could obtain the concentrations of the hydroxyl groups –OH and VO
vacancies in the ZnO-SnO2 films; the data are depicted in Figure 10. As one can see, minor
additions of SnO2 into ZnO leads to a decrease in the concentration of OH groups on
the surface, depending on the increase in the SnO2 content in the ZnO-SnO2 films. This
process enhances the concentration of anionic vacancies with the largest number found in
ZnO-SnO2 sample at 1 mol.% of Sn4+. This approach allows us to perform a “fine tuning”
of the functional properties of these films.
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3.5. Gas Sensing Results

The influence of above-noted “tuning” is clearly seen upon studies of the gas-sensitive
properties of the ZnO-SnO2 films under exposure to NO2 at concentrations of 5–50 ppm at
the operating temperature of 200 ◦C. This heating regime was chosen because the higher
temperatures facilitate desorbing OH− groups from the surface of metal oxides [59–61], while
lower temperatures are not enough to activate the chemiresistive response of the sensors.

The results on the response S of ZnO-SnO2-based sensors are collected in Figure 11. A
typical R(t) transient upon exposure to 50 ppm NO2 is shown in Figure 11b. It can be seen
that ZnO-SnO2 film with Sn:Zn = 1:99 has approximately 1.5 times higher sensitivity to
nitrogen dioxide when compared to other samples. It is interesting that the curve of the gas
response vs. Sn content in the ZnO-SnO2 film (Figure 11a) correlates well to one yielding
the content of VO vacancies in the ZnO-SnO2 films (Figure 10) which was obtained via the
XPS method and subsequent evaluation. In addition, the ZnO-SnO2 film of Sn:Zn = 1:99
ratio is characterized by a lower value of the potential barrier Vb and low values of the
conduction activation energy Ea, resulting from the transition of electrons from tin oxide
to zinc oxide under the formation of ZnO-SnO2 heterojunctions. The latter circumstance
may be due to the small size of the crystallites estimated via the XRD and SEM analysis
results. This makes it possible to conclude that the increase in the gas response in the
ZnO-SnO2 film with Sn:Zn = 1:99 is due to higher concentrations of anion vacancies, small
crystallite sizes and low values of Vb and Ea, which is in good agreement with other
research studies [13,15–17].
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Sn:Zn = 1:99 (3), Sn:Zn = 5:95 (4) when exposed to the 50 ppm of NO2 at an operating temperature of 200 ◦C (b).

For ZnO-SnO2 films containing a low SnO2 concentration, the major mechanism of
gas sensitivity seems to be the interaction of NO2 molecules with V−O anion vacancies [62].
The adsorption of NO2 on the V−O anion vacancies results in the dissociation of these
molecules as:

V−O + NO2,gas → VO −NO−2, ads → VO −O−ads + NOgas,

V−O + NOgas → VO −O−ads +
1
2

N2,gas

Subsequently, the VO −O−ads sorption complexes are decomposed with a formation
of molecular oxygen which goes away to the gaseous phase, and an oxygen vacancy Vo:
2(VO −O−ads)→ 2V−O + O2,gas .

This description corresponds to our experimental observations.

4. Conclusions

In this work, ZnO-SnO2 thin films were fabricated employing new solid-phase low-
temperature pyrolysis technique. The nanocomposite structure of the ZnO-SnO2 films was
proved by XRD, SEM, XPS and AES methods. All materials have a particle size in 10–15 nm
range, which is confirmed by XRD and SEM data, and have a wurtzite structure regardless
of the Sn4+ concentration. The minimum particle size, the highest crystallinity degree, and
the minimum band gap were shown for the material with the Sn:Zn ratio equal to 0.5:99.5.

The study of the electrophysical properties of ZnO-SnO2 films showed that the values
of the activation energy of the conductivity decrease from 0.78 eV to 0.6 eV with enhancing
the concentration of SnO2. At the same time, the minimum value of the intergrain potential
barrier was shown for the film with the Sn:Zn ratio equal to 1: 99 to be 0.58 eV. It could be
explained by the shift of electrons at the SnO2-ZnO heterojunction from tin oxide to zinc
oxide. For the same material, the highest concentration of anionic vacancies is shown. The
minimum values of the potential barrier and the high concentration of anionic vacancies
leads to the best gas-sensitive properties of the ZnO-SnO2 films with the Sn:Zn ratio equal
to 1:99 to NO2 at the operating temperature of 200 ◦C; the chemiresistive response is
1.5 times higher when compared to other materials.

Thus, by the solid-phase low-temperature pyrolysis technique it is possible to obtain a
nanocomposite ZnO-SnO2 thin film with the specified electrophysical and gas-sensitive
properties by adjusting the concentration of the oxide components within the given limits.
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It allows us to recommend the solid-phase low-temperature pyrolysis technique as quite
promising for producing materials with the desired properties.
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